Comparison of long-term retinoic acid-based neural induction methods of bone marrow human mesenchymal stem cells.
The differentiation of human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) into neural cells in vitro provides a potential tool to be utilized for cell therapy of neurodegenerative disorders. Although previous studies repeated different protocols for the induction of neural cells from hMSCs in vitro, the results were not in complete agreement. In this study, we have attempted to compare three of these neural induction methods; retinoic acid (RA) treatment, RA treatment in serum reduced conditions, and treatment using other chemical compounds (dimethyl sulfoxide and potassium chloride) along with RA by real-time cell analysis and immunofluorescent staining of neural markers. RA treatment led to a slow progression of cells into neural-like morphology with the expression of neural protein neurofilament whereas reducing serum during RA treatment caused a much more extended differentiation process. Additionally, neural-like morphology was persistent in the later periods of differentiation in RA treatment. On the other hand, chemical induction caused cell shrinkages mimicking neural-like morphology in a short time and loss of this morphology along with increased cell death in later periods. Among the three methods compared, RA treatment was the most reliable one in terms of stability of differentiation and neural protein expressions.